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Abstract

Babylon v2.0 is a collection of tools and services that
provide a 100% Java compatible environment for develop-
ing, running and managing parallel, distributed and mobile
Java applications. It incorporates features like object mi-
gration, asynchronous method invocation and remote class
loading while providing an easy-to-use interface. The im-
plementation of Babylon v2.0 exploits dynamic proxies, a
feature added to Java 1.3 that allows runtime creation of
proxy objects. This paper shows how Babylon v2.0 exploits
dynamic proxies to implement several key features without
the need for special language or virtual machine extensions,
preprocessors, or compilers. The resulting Babylon pro-
grams are portable across all Java virtual machines, and
the development process is simplified by removing the extra
steps needed to invoke external stub compilers and incorpo-
rate the generated code into an application. This simplifi-
cation also allows remote objects to be created for any class
that supports an interface to its methods, even if source code
is not available.

1 Introduction

The Java language [6] has many features that facilitate
distributed systems programming. Java’s built-in security,
threading and dynamic class loading support can greatly
simplify the development of distributed applications. Fur-
thermore, Java applications are compiled into a machine in-
dependent representation called bytecodes that can be run
on any machine that runs the Java Virtual Machine (JVM).
Java also supports Remote Method Invocation (RMI) which
can hide much of the complexity of communication with
objects residing in other JVMs, possibly on other machines.

Nevertheless, Java and RMI do not include support for

many important features for distributed object programming
such as dynamic remote object creation, asynchronous re-
mote method invocation, remote object migration and re-
mote object administration facilities.

Babylon v2.0 overcomes these limitations by providing
programmers with Java classes and interfaces for remote
object creation, interaction, and administration [22]. It con-
tributes several new features and approaches in the area of
Java-based distributed and parallel computing. Most im-
portantly, it does so without the use of special language or
virtual machine extensions, preprocessors, or compilers. In-
stead, Babylon v2.0 uses dynamic proxies, a new feature
introduced in Java 1.3, that allows proxies to be created at
runtime. Dynamic proxies can fulfill all of the same re-
sponsibilities as proxies normally generated by special stub
compilers, like rmic for Java RMI. Thus, Babylon v2.0
can provide a Java-based solution without extending any of
Java components and without adding extra development or
compilation steps normally needed for stub compilers.

Specifically, this paper describes how dynamic proxies
are used to implement remote object creation and remote
method invocation. Remote objects can be created in one
of two ways, by creating an object on a remote machine
or by exporting an existing, serializable local object to an-
other machine. Both forms of remote object creation use a
dynamic proxy as the local placeholder for the remote ob-
ject. Remote method invocations in Babylon can be done
synchronously or asynchronously. The latter uses a novel
technique based on an asynchronous ticket. Both method
invocations are syntactically identical to local invocations,
but with altered semantics. These semantics are achieved
using different dynamic proxies to handle method calls.

An important contribution of this work is the reduction
in the requirements needed for a class to produce remote ob-
jects. Babylon v2.0 only requires that the class implement
an interface exporting client methods and be serializable.



This makes it possible to create remote objects from classes
where source code in unavailable, including the Java stan-
dard class library, provided these requirements are met.

2 Related Work
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There are a large number of commercial and academic
Java-based distributed computing projects in various stages
of development. The objectives and underlying technolo-
gies of each of these projects vary significantly. Some fo-
cus on the emerging grid, while others are designed for very
specialized groups of computational problems.

The original implementation of Babylon [11], referred to
here as Babylon v1.0, was an important initiative to make
distributed computing resources more widely available to
developers. Much of the design for Babylon v1.0 came
from experiences with Ajents [12] and ParaWeb [3]. Baby-
lon v1.0 built on these systems to provide mechanisms for
remote object creation, migration and remote I/O, but lacks
a flexible mechanism to use and interact with remote ob-
jects. Babylon v1.0 also suffers from deficiencies in other
key areas such as remote class loading and object migration.
However, the most serious drawback of Babylon v1.0 is its
reliance on a non-standard remote method invocation inter-
face that resembles method invocation with Java reflection.
This interface is awkward to use and error-prone because it
prevents normal compile-time checks.

Reflective RMI (RRMI) [21] adopts a reflective ap-
proach to remote method invocations. The user creates a
descriptor object specifying the desired method using its
name or signature, then creates a set of actual parameters for
the call and requires the method be invoked by the runtime.
The method can be run synchronously or asynchronously.
Like Babylon v1.0, this is a non-standard method syntax
that precludes compile-time checks. Synchronization with
asynchronous methods can be achieved using a future-like
object [8] called a completion handle or by registering a
listener object to be invoked when the computation is com-
plete and results (or thrown exception) are returned.

Several other existing systems, such as JavaParty [9] and
Java/DSM [25], use a modified JVM or special preproces-
sors and language extensions to implement a functional dis-
tributed Java framework. Babylon v2.0 provides support
for writing general distributed programs without requiring
a modified JVM implementation, new keywords or other
custom language extensions.

Other systems, such as Javelin [13], Charlotte [2], Nin-
flet [18], and Satin [24], only support distributed systems
that can be formulated as a specific process structure, like
master-worker, branch-and-bound, and divide-and-conquer.

Babylon v2.0 does not limit itself to a particular computa-
tional model and provides support for general remote object
interaction using standard Java method invocation syntax.
As a result, distributed applications that require more com-
plex object interactions, such as a grid-based heat diffusion
computation, can be written using Babylon v2.0. In con-
trast, such an application can not be implemented using the
aforementioned systems.

ProActive [1, 10] provides similar services to Babylon
v2.0, using similar techniques that do not require JVM
changes or external tools. As well, it provides a group
communication abstraction. ProActive generates proxies
for remote objects at runtime using bytecode engineering
libraries as it predates Java’s dynamic proxies. This ca-
pability is used to create new remote objects and export
local ones. ProActive can execute remote methods syn-
chronously or asynchronously. This choice is not made by
the programmer, but rather is based on implicit rules that
consider the return type of the method and the presence of
checked exceptions. These rules, which are evaluated at
runtime, are:

% If the method does not throw a checked exception and
the return type is either a class that can be subclassed
or is void, the method in called asynchronously.

% If the method throws a checked exception or the return
type is a primitive type or cannot be subclassed (i.e., is
final), the method is called synchronously by default.

% If the method throws a checked exception and the re-
turn type is a class that can be subclassed (or void),
the user can introduce some concurrency if the method
is called within a try/catch block. ProActive in-
cludes primitives that allow the method to execute
asynchronously, but these primitives force the method
to complete before the try block ends (to ensure any
exceptions can be handled). This requires three library
calls that must be at specific locations in the applica-
tion code, and provides limited parallelism.

Asynchronous calls in ProActive return a future object [8],
which is a proxy that resolve to a final value when a method
is called on it.

All proxy classes generated by ProActive, for both re-
mote objects and futures, are subclasses of the originals
that override all public methods. Thus, proxy objects can
be substituted for original objects. This provides polymor-
phism between local and remote objects and between local
return values and futures, and obviates the need for inter-
faces. It also allows future objects to transparently imple-
ment wait-by-necessity. However, it limits the classes that
can be used to create remote objects or used as return types
in methods. Final classes and methods, including arrays,
cannot be used as they cannot be subclassed or overridden.



In addition, a remote object can only be run one method at a
time, which can make some applications difficult to imple-
ment efficiently. For example, a grid-based heat diffusion
application requires a separate remote method invocation
for each iteration to allow edge data to be exchanged, in-
creasing communication costs [23].

In contrast, Babylon v2.0 uses an explicit approach to
selecting synchronous versus asynchronous method invoca-
tions, which provides more control over both method in-
vocation semantics and inter-object synchronization. Dy-
namic proxies in Java cannot be subclasses of an existing
class, so delegation is used. This requires interfaces, but
does not suffer from problems with final classes and meth-
ods. Babylon v2.0 uses Java RMI semantics at the server,
where each remote method is run in a separate thread. This
allows fewer remote methods in the grid-based heat diffu-
sion application, but adds thread synchronization to Baby-
lon v2.0 application code [23].

Babylon v2.0 uses Java RMI in its dynamic proxies.
Since the remote method call is encapsulated by these prox-
ies, it would be possible to use an alternate protocol or
message passing layer like Ibis [10]. Ibis provides a high-
performance, portable message passing layer that can use
different protocols and networking hardware. Ibis perfor-
mance results also show that object serialization in Java are
a performance bottleneck, which is relieved using a byte-
code rewriter to generate Java serialization code. The use of
this rewriter is counter to the stated goals of Babylon, which
is to avoid extra preprocessing or compilation. Instead,
Babylon could use the serialization optimizations presented
in [19], which optimize serialization costs and reduce mes-
sage sizes using a drop-in replacement for standard Java se-
rialization.
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A proxy is an object that stands in for another, acting in
place of the original [5]. The proxy implements the same
interface as the original object, which allows the proxy to
be used where the original is expected.

Proxies are used in distributed object systems to fulfill
the same roles as client-side stubs in remote procedure call
systems. The proxies marshal arguments before sending the
data to the remote server holding the remote object. In Java
RMI, these proxies are generated using the rmic stub com-
piler, which generates class files containing the stub and
corresponding skeleton code.

Dynamic proxies were introduced into Java in version
1.3. Given a list of interfaces, it is now possible to construct
a proxy at runtime, without the use of extra stub compilers
or other tools. This proxy dispatches any methods to an
object acting as the invocation handler, which processes the
method invocations and adds its own functionality.

An example use of a dynamic proxy is shown in Figure 1.
The proxy is created using the newProxy() method. It
creates a new dynamic proxy that implements all of the
interfaces for the argument object, and dispatches them
against a new instance of the MyProxy class. The resulting
proxy can be downcast to any of the interface types imple-
mented by the original object. All method calls on the proxy
object are forwarded to the invoke() method, where the
invocation is represented as a Method object indicating the
called method and an array of Objects for the arguments.
This proxy simply prints out information before and after
the method is called on the original object.

3 Remote Object Creation

Creation without Dynamic Proxies Without dynamic
proxies, creating remote objects must be done in one of two
ways. First, an object already running at a server can export
factory methods [5] that create new remote objects. This
is the most common approach, with the advantage being
that is is simple to implement. The disadvantages of this
approach are two-fold. First, all potentially remote objects

1 public class MyProxy implements
2 java.lang.reflect.InvocationHandler {
3 private Object receiver;
4

5 public static Object newProxy(Object obj) {
6 Class c = obj.getClass();
7 return java.lang.reflect.Proxy.
8 newProxyInstance(c.getClassLoader(),
9 c.getInterfaces(),

10 new MyProxy(obj));
11 }
12

13 private MyProxy(Object obj) {
14 this.receiver = obj;
15 }
16

17 public Object invoke(Object proxy, Method m,
18 Object[] args) throws Throwable {
19 Object result;
20 try {
21 System.out.println("Before "+m.getName());
22 result = m.invoke(receiver, args);
23 } catch (InvocationTargetException ite) {
24 // If method threw exception, rethrow.
25 throw e.getTargetException();
26 } catch (Exception e) {
27 // Handle other invocation problems
28 } finally {
29 System.out.println("After "+m.getName());
30 }
31 return(result);
32 }
33 }

Figure 1. Example dynamic proxy from [16].



must have RMI stubs generated using rmic, meaning the
object must be implemented as a remote object. This pro-
cess is described in Section 4.1. Among the requirements is
that the object must support an interface to its public meth-
ods which must extend the java.rmi.remote interface.
Second, this solution requires that object servers start run-
ning with factory objects already available.

A second method for creating remote objects is to use
activatable objects that are instantiated when invoked. This
removes the need to start a Java RMI program with factory
objects already running. However, creating an activatable
object adds more steps to the creation of a program. In ad-
dition to the above problems, the activatable object must
extend the class java.rmi.activation.Activat-
able. Further, an extra setup program is required to regis-
ter the implementation of this object with the RMI registry
and RMI daemon processes so instances can be created at
runtime.

One problem neither approach handles is converting a
local object to a remote one. This could be done by explic-
itly creating a new remote object using the local one as an
argument. This is only possible if the class has been written
as a remote object but instantiated as a local one.

Creation with Dynamic Proxies Babylon v2.0 provides
two methods for creating remote worker objects which can
be used by clients to perform distributed operations. The
Babylon.remoteNew() method takes a class name as
one of its arguments and creates a new instance of the given
class on a remote Babylon server. Alternatively, the Baby-
lon.export()method can be used to distribute an exist-
ing local instance of a serializable object to a remote Baby-
lon server. This technique preserves the state of the local
object. However, since the local object is copied to the
Babylon v2.0 server, only serializable objects can be turned
into worker objects using this technique. Line 27 in Figure 2
shows how an object is exported in Babylon v2.0.

Both methods return a proxy that can be used to trans-
parently invoke methods on the newly created worker ob-
ject. These proxies provide transparent access to distributed
objects by implementing the same interfaces as their dis-
tributed counterparts. Providing transparent access is a sig-
nificant enhancement over Babylon v1.0, as shown later.

Worker object look up functionality is also provided with
the help of a worker object registry implemented in the
Babylon scheduler. The registry maintains a record of all
the worker objects in the Babylon v2.0 system. Clients
can look up references to worker objects based on the
worker object’s instance name and the interface it imple-
ments. The static method Babylon.lookup(String
instanceName, Class workerInterface) pro-
vides this feature. After locating the worker object with
the specified instance name and interface from the worker

1 // Matrix interface
2 public interface Matrix {
3 public Matrix computeInverse();
4 }
5

6 // MatrixImpl class
7 public class MatrixImpl
8 implements Matrix, Serializable {
9 public Matrix computeInverse() {

10 . . .
11 }
12 }
13

14 // Babylon v2.0 code using above Matrix.
15 try {
16 // Initialize Babylon.
17 Babylon.initApplication("schedulerhost");
18 } catch(Exception e) {
19 // Initialization failed.
20 }
21

22 // Create local instance of a matrix object.
23 Matrix matrix = new MatrixImpl();
24

25 // Export matrix to remote Babylon server.
26 try {
27 matrix = (Matrix) Babylon.export(matrix,
28 "MyMatrix", Matrix.class, "matrix.jar");
29 } catch(Exception e) {
30 // export failed
31 }
32

33 // Call computeInverse() on remote worker.
34 Matrix matrixInverse = matrix.computeInverse();
35

36 // Lookup reference to different matrix worker.
37 try {
38 matrix = (Matrix)Babylon.lookup("DiffMatrix",
39 Matrix.class);
40 } catch(Babylon.InstanceNotBoundException e) {
41 // Unable to locate the given matrix object.
42 }
43

44 // Move the object to a new host
45 Babylon.migrate(matrix, targethost);
46

47 // Get asynchronous ticket for Matrix worker.
48 Matrix asynch_matrix =
49 (Matrix) AsynchTicket.newTicket(matrix);
50

51 // Call method computeInverse() asynchronously.
52 asynch_matrix.computeInverse();
53

54 // Other code that executed concurrently with
55 // computeInverse() can go here.
56

57 // Retrieve the invocation result (blocks if
58 // result is not yet available).
59 try {
60 matrixInverse = (Matrix)
61 AsynchTicket.getResult(asynch_matrix);
62 } catch(RemoteExecException ex) {
63 // The target method threw an exception.
64 }

Figure 2. Babylon v2.0 Code Example



object registry, the Babylon.lookup() method returns
a dynamic proxy that can be used to invoke methods on the
given worker object. Line 38 in Figure 2 demonstrates how
to use the Babylon.lookup() method.

Perhaps the biggest benefit to using dynamic interfaces
with respect to remote object creation is it reduces the num-
ber of requirements that an object must fulfill in order to
interact with that object as a remote object. In Babylon
v2.0, an object can be made remote if the following two
criteria are met. The first requirement is that the class must
implement an interface that exports methods to be accessed
by clients. In fact, the method can implement several inter-
faces, and the generated proxy will implement all of them.
(This introduces a problem if different interfaces contain
the same method signature but expect different implemen-
tations.) Unlike Java RMI, these interfaces do not have
to extend any other interface. The second requirement is
that the class must implement the Serializable inter-
face (as must all of its instance variables) so that it can be
marshaled and sent to a remote machine. All of this is ac-
complished completely within Java and does not require any
external tools, preprocessors, or compilers. This improve-
ment is shown in Figure 2. The interface Matrix is given
on lines 1 to 4, a normal Java interface that does not ex-
tend any special Babylon-specific or remote interfaces. An
implementation class that implements this interface appears
at lines 6 through 12. It only implements the Matrix and
Serializable interfaces.

Outside of the Serializable interface, this class has
no artifacts that suggest it will be run in a distributed en-
vironment. However, Babylon v2.0 can use this class to
create remote objects. Furthermore, it should be possible
to create remote versions of objects for which source code
is unavailable, such as the Java standard class library, pro-
vided they meet the simpler requirements for distribution.
This is not possible with Java RMI because of the require-
ments for creating remote objects. Further, these remote
objects contain other artifacts of their distributed execution,
such as requiring methods to throw RemoteException.
These requirements are described in detail in the following
section.

4 Remote Method Invocations
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Synchronous RMI without Dynamic Proxies Without
dynamic proxies, synchronous remote method invocation
can be performed with Java RMI. The benefits are that re-
mote method calls look like local calls and that RMI prox-
ies permit compile-time checking of method calls. The
main problem with RMI is that the class must meet a set
of conditions before it can be used with Java RMI. First,

the class needs to implement an interface to export methods
to clients, which must extend the java.rmi.remote in-
terface. Second, any class initialization must call the ex-
portObject() method in the java.rmi.server.-
UnicastRemoteObject class, which may throw the
checked exception RemoteException. This requires all
constructors and initialization methods to indicate the ex-
ception may be thrown. This condition is normally met
by making the class a subclass of java.rmi.server.-
UnicastRemoteObject. Third, all methods in the
interface and implementation must also throw Remote-
Exception. Only if all of these conditions are met can
we use the rmic stub compiler to generate static proxies
and use the class in an RMI program.

Unless the designer of a class created it with RMI in
mind, converting the class to create remote object requires
access to the source code. We cannot subclass the origi-
nal class because the new class must also be a subclass of
UnicastRemoteObject, and Java lacks multiple inher-
itance. Inserting the call to exportObject() requires
the source code. We could instead try delegation, creating
a new remote object that holds an instance of the class we
wish to make remote. However, the delegate object will
not be substitutable for the original object; it will not be a
subclass of the original (the delegate must be derived from
UnicastRemoteObject) and it cannot use any of the
interfaces defined for the original (since they will not be
remote interfaces, provided the original class defines any
interfaces). As a result, application code written to use the
original object will need to be rewritten to use the delegate.

In contrast to RMI, the syntax used by Babylon v1.0,
shown in Figure 3, resembles Java Reflection [7]. The syn-
tax is clumsy and completely different than standard Java
method invocation, making it awkward to use. Worse, this
syntax prevents compile-time detection of errors such as in-
voking a non-existent method, passing an incorrect num-
ber of arguments, or passing incorrect argument types to a
method. Also, this syntax cannot accept primitive values;
wrapper classes must be used.

Synchronous RMI with Dynamic Proxies The remote
object creation methods in Babylon v2.0 return dynamic
proxies for newly created worker objects. Clients can use
these dynamic proxies to invoke methods on worker ob-
jects using standard Java method invocation syntax. Re-
mote method invocation in Babylon v2.0 permits the use of
primitive type method arguments and ensures type check-
ing of the target method and the arguments at compile time.
A dynamic proxy to a worker object can safely be passed
as an argument or returned as a result in any local or re-
mote method invocation. Line 34 in Figure 2 provides an
example of method invocation on a worker object.

Dynamic proxies are similar to Java RMI stubs in that



1 // Invoke method obj.ask(question)
2 try {
3 answer = (String) Babylon.rmi(
4 obj, // remote obj
5 "ask", // the method
6 question // argument to method
7 );
8 } catch( // exception ) {
9 // Exception handling code

10 }

Figure 3. Babylon v1.0 RMI

they make remote objects available via the Java interfaces
they implement but differ from RMI stubs in two impor-
tant ways: (i) dynamic proxies are generated dynamically
at run-time instead of using a special stub compiler and (ii)
the interfaces used by Babylon v2.0 for worker objects don’t
need to extend the java.rmi.Remote interface. How-
ever, it is important to remember that like RMI, Babylon
v2.0 worker objects need to implement a client-defined in-
terface that will be accessible to clients only via the meth-
ods defined in this interface and the worker objects must be
serializable.

Since Babylon uses Java RMI as the underlying com-
munication mechanism, parameters and return values are
passed to and from worker objects using standard RMI se-
mantics. In other words, primitive type and object param-
eters are passed by value using object serialization but re-
mote object parameters (including Babylon dynamic prox-
ies) are passed by reference. Another side-effect of using
RMI as the underlying communication mechanism is that
a new thread is started at the server by the RMI runtime
for each method invocation on a worker object. Program-
mers should be mindful of this fact, especially when creat-
ing public worker objects, because several clients may be
invoking methods on the worker object concurrently. The
methods of such worker objects should be thread-safe.

Another Babylon v2.0 feature is stateful remote method
invocations. Each remote method invocation in Babylon
v2.0 includes context information that identifies the cal-
ling client. This context information is used by servers to
authenticate the caller and to restrict invocation access to
private worker objects. This is crucial in an environment
where clients are permitted to obtain references to worker
objects belonging to other clients. In other cases, clients
may not want others to invoke methods on their worker ob-
jects. Stateful remote method invocation is used to ensure
that when a client creates a private remote object, it is the
only client that can invoke methods on that object.
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Network latency in a distributed application environment
can incur significant overhead and reduce overall applica-
tion performance. One way to reduce the impact of network
latency is to overlap communication and computation [15].
Asynchronous remote method invocations allow an applica-
tion to continue working while a remote method invocation
completes. Overlapping computation and communication
in this way can improve application response time and in-
crease overall performance.

Asynchronous RMI without Dynamic Proxies Asyn-
chronous RMI without dynamic proxies is usually done by
adding threads to Java RMI. The programmer can create a
new thread for each method invocation. Obtaining results
requires that the program join with this thread before gath-
ering results. The developer will have to decide how to han-
dle any exceptions (whether to deal with them in the new
thread or rethrow them in another thread).

In Babylon v1.0, the syntax for asynchronous calls is
similar to that in Figure 3, with three differences. First, the
static method Babylon.armi() is used. Second, the re-
turn value of this method is an object of type Future that
represents the results [8]. The results are obtained using the
get() method on the Future object, which returns an
object that can be downcast to the correct type. Any excep-
tions during the asynchronous invocation are thrown when
the get() method in called. As with synchronous calls,
this syntax is clumsy and prevents compile-time checks.

Asynchronous RMI with Dynamic Proxies Babylon
v2.0 uses a technique based on special proxy objects
called asynchronous tickets to support asynchronous remote
method invocation. An asynchronous ticket can be used to
make the next method invocation on a worker object asyn-
chronous. The method is invoked on the ticket using stan-
dard Java invocation syntax but the invocation completes
asynchronously. Applications can continue running nor-
mally while the invocation completes.

When a client invokes a method on an asynchronous
ticket, the underlying Babylon v2.0 runtime starts a ser-
vice thread on the client which handles the remainder of
the invocation. The client thread returns immediately while
the service thread performs a normal synchronous remote
method invocation for the requested method. Parameters
and return values passed to the worker object using asyn-
chronous remote method invocation follow standard RMI
parameter passing semantics. The ticket permits synchro-
nization with the method invocation whether or not that
method returns a value. If the method does return a value,
that value can can also be obtained using the ticket. There-
fore, the ticket acts as both a means for synchronization and



for obtaining results using a future (in cases where there is
a return value).

Babylon v2.0 asynchronous remote method invocation
resolves on the return value of the target method. Resolv-
ing on the return value ensures that any other side-effects
have completed. This approach is 100% Java compatible
and uses Java’s standard method invocation syntax which
can be checked at compile-time.

On line 48 of Figure 2, a new asynchronous ticket is ob-
tained for the Matrix worker object used in the example.
This ticket is used on line 52 to make an asynchronous invo-
cation of the computeInverse() method. The method
invocation is allowed to complete asynchronously and the
result of the invocation is retrieved from the ticket using the
static getResult() method on line 60.

Previous work has considered mechanisms for imple-
menting asynchronous remote method invocations [14, 4,
20]. These approaches either introduce new keywords and
then utilize a preprocessor or require the use of a modified
stub compiler. In contrast, our asynchronous tickets are
completely compatible with standard Java, compilers, and
run-time systems and does not require any preprocessing or
a modified stub compiler.

Babylon v2.0 explicitly distinguishes between syn-
chronous and asynchronous method calls using asyn-
chronous tickets. This feature provides the user with con-
trol over how methods are invoked, rather than using im-
plicit rules like ProActive. Further, it provides control over
synchronization with asynchronous methods. Specifically,
ProActive asynchronously executes methods with a return
type of void (unless they throw a checked exception), but
these methods produce no future and so synchronization is
not possible. For methods with side effects on the state of
a remote object, these semantics may not be desired. Al-
though additional code is needed, Babylon v2.0 allows this
synchronization.

5 Other Babylon Features and Performance

Babylon v2.0 also includes many other features to sim-
plify the process of developing distributed, parallel, and mo-
bile Java programs. These features are detailed in [22].

First, Babylon v2.0 supports remote class loading so
clients do not need login access to the machines that host
their remote objects. Furthermore, each application has a
separate class loader with its own namespace, so different
users can have classes with the same name without conflict.
Second, Babylon v2.0 supports the migration of objects be-
tween servers using several different methods. One of these
methods is safe-point migration, a novel technique that uses
a combination of checkpointing and rollback. This migra-
tion can be done by the user or by a system administrator.

Third, Babylon v2.0 includes remote I/O to access I/O re-
sources on remote machines.

We have conducted an extensive performance evaluation
of Babylon v2.0 and have compared the performance with
Babylon v1.0. We have found the performance of Babylon
v2.0 is on par or better than that of v1.0 and that the exten-
sive use of dynamic proxy objects in Babylon v2.0 does not
degrade its performance [22].

6 Conclusions

This paper highlights the use of dynamic proxies in a
middleware system for building distributed, parallel, and
mobile Java applications. Dynamic proxies help in the im-
plementation of remote object creation (specifically export-
ing an existing local object to a remote server) and remote
method invocation (both synchronous and asynchronous).

One of the biggest benefits of using dynamic proxies is
the reduction in the requirements needed to create remote
objects. Classes need only implement any interface that ex-
ports methods and implement the Serializable inter-
face. This opens the possibility of creating remote objects
from classes we do not have source code, such as those in
the Java class library, which is not possible with Java RMI.
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